FRONTLINE
VULNERABILITY MANAGER

Next Generation Vulnerability and Security Risk Management

VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT REDEFINED
Vulnerability management can be a daunting task. Frontline makes it simple. Digital Defense’s Frontline Vulnerability Manager puts security innovation at your fingertips.

Leverage the power of a next generation security assessment system and patented scanning technology coupled with certified and knowledgeable security analysts and industry leading support staff to ensure your organization never has to navigate the security and compliance maze alone.

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR DATA
At your desk or on the go, Frontline is there for you.

Built with mobility in mind, fully functional HTML5/Angular interface can be accessed wherever you happen to be; working seamlessly with browsers, on tablets and mobile devices. Streamline your processes with powerful filtering and categorizing capabilities to quickly identify areas of high risk and focus efforts on defending your enterprise, driving risk out of your organization. Never be left in the dark. One-click scanning and powerful reporting and workflows ensure your organization stays compliant and secure. Enable your IT and security teams to eliminate weaknesses and communicate positive progress to the entire enterprise.
**SMARTER, FASTER, MORE ACCURATE**

Go ahead; take a look under the hood.

Superior highly configurable scanning backed by patented cross-context scanning technology allows you to tweak and adjust scans. Need to track your asset’s adherence to industry standard hardening guidelines? As a CIS certified vendor and PCI Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV), Frontline can quickly provide compliance status. Built on an explicit testing methodology, false positives are virtually eliminated. Frontline’s scanning technology verifies real attack vectors with network protocol testing eradicating the potential-vuln “bloat” found in other products. Be assured our highly tuned scanning engine will check for what matters on critical assets while maintaining a consistently light traffic footprint. With patent-pending reconciliation technology, consistently scan, identify vulnerabilities, remediate and verify fixes regardless of network churn.
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### Accuracy

- Patented certified scanning technology virtually eliminates false positives
- Authenticated and unauthenticated scanning capabilities
- Internal and external scanning provides a holistic view of your network
- Automatic detection of applications and integrated web application scans
- Patent-pending Network Asset Correlation engine ensures your data is pure

### Scalability

- On demand SaaS platform allows users to scan the whole network without the need to maintain additional infrastructure
- Lightweight agentless scanning footprint minimizes network impact
- Built-in vulnerability remediation assignment, tracking and reporting
- Customizable role-based user access control
- Flexible deployment: service enabling device available in physical hardware, virtual or cloud appliance

### Reporting

- On demand reporting for executives, administrators and compliance needs
- Built-in trending and differencing by asset, scan or vulnerability
- Executive dashboard for key performance indicators at a glance
- Security GPA® scorecard by asset, asset group or network wide
- Unified penetration testing reports
- Report exports in PDF, HTML, CSV, and XML formats

### Support

- Unparalleled security expertise
- 24/7 live US based customer support
- Personal Security Analyst for personalized on-demand support
- RESTful API eases technology integrations
- Industry standard support for CVSS and OVAL
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### User control

Quickly and easily manage user privileges and access with self-guided setup and customizable roles. Dictate what your users can do with a simple click.

### Filter results and identify risk

Immediately see changes in recurring scans and filter data with DDI defined asset attributes along with multiple rating score systems.
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### Powerful scheduling

Utilize asset groups and dynamic labels along with custom scan policies to create scans in the iCal based scheduling system and automate reports with ease.

### Robust reports with clear, actionable data

Create custom reports from filtered data or access predefined compliance templates including CIS, PCI, HIPAA/HITECH, SOX, GLBA, FISMA, FFIEC, OWASP and NERC.
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**GO BEYOND A PACKAGED PRODUCT**

Let us do the heavy lifting. We make security manageable.

At Digital Defense, we understand not everyone is a security expert. That’s why our certified security analyst teams work alongside you to help define requirements, craft strategy, and effectively execute a vulnerability management program tailored to your organization. No more phonebook sized reports and fumbling with tool settings. Digital Defense will help you ensure your vulnerability assessment program is targeted, effective and achievable.